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“Okay!” Jon Wade nodded, and said with satisfaction: “I will not treat you badly in the future.”

Brenden wade couldn’t help but ask him with a puzzled look: “By the way, Brother Jon, you have
already given him a lot of face when you pick up that Charlie. Why do you call his sister-in-law? Anyway,
the sister-in-law is also the princess of the Nordic royal family. , To pick up Charlie’s crippled man,
would it be too shameful for him, right?”

Jon Wade sneered and said: “I just want him to see Helena with his own eyes, and let him understand
the gap between him and me! Stefanie Sun from the sun family is good, but in terms of looks and
temperament, he is still worse than Helena. Some!”

“That’s natural!” Brenden wade couldn’t help but sighed and said: “Apart from anything else, the
figure of the sister-in-law is enough to crush Stefanie Sun. To be honest, European women really have
an inherent advantage in body shape. Not to mention Gao, the legs are still thin, straight and long, like
the big and long legs of my sister-in-law, they grow out according to the golden ratio!”

Speaking of this, Brenden wade looked at Jon Wade with envy, and said seriously: “Brother Jon, you
will be blessed in the future…”

Jon Wade was overjoyed when he heard that Brenden wade praised Helena so much.

Every man is very vain in this respect. Seeing his fiancée being so praised by Brenden wade, Jon
Wade’s heart is full of accomplishment.

Helena is indeed the best in the world. Rao is the top rich second generation of Jon Wade, who has
read countless women. At the first sight of Helena, he immediately surrenders with both hands and
sinks completely.

It is precisely because of this that Jon Wade wanted to take Helena to pick up Charlie.

Only in this way could Charlie realize the ubiquitous gap between him and himself as soon as he landed
in Eastcliff!

…

Soon, Stephen Thompson organized a luxury motorcade consisting of eight Rolls-Royces.

Among them, there is also an ultra-long customized concierge sedan.

This extended car was specially customized by the Wade Family from Rolls-Royce. The length of the
car is nearly eight meters.

And its interior space is simply a mini nightclub, with long sofas, top-notch speakers comparable to
nightclubs, and a bar dedicated to wine tasting.



At this time Helena also walked out of the villa, and Jon Wade took a step forward, and said very
gentlemanly: “Helena, let’s take the middle extension car together, it’s more comfortable inside.”

Helena glanced at the lengthened Rolls Royce, frowned slightly, and said: “Sorry, I haven’t had a good
rest these days because of jet lag. I may need to stay alone for a while. If you don’t If you mind, please
trouble you to ride this car with Brenden wade, and I will sit in the back car by myself.”

Jon Wade didn’t expect Helena to give up face so much. It would be fine if he didn’t ride in this
extension car. At least, don’t ride it alone, right? What’s wrong with letting yourself sit in a car?

However, Helena had already said this, and Jon Wade couldn’t refuse.

Therefore, he could only send Helena to the back car first, and then went into the extended
Rolls-Royce with Brenden wade angrily.

…

The convoy drove to the airport neatly and steadily. In the extended Rolls Royce, Jon Wade said to
Brenden wade with some annoyance: “Go open a bottle of red wine and pour me a glass.”

Seeing Jon Wade’s expression a little unhappy, Brenden wade took a bottle of high-end red wine from
the minibar, and asked him cautiously: “That…jon brother, my future sister-in-law… is it a bit too
cold?”

Jon Wade didn’t expect that Brenden wade’s words just hit his heart.

He said with a gloomy expression: “Helena is indeed a little cold. It is said that she is not often
involved in the Northern European royal family, so she is not so popular, so that even the title of the
crown prince is deprived.”

Brenden wade nodded along and said, “Hum, it’s actually good. If the sister-in-law is the crown prince,
he won’t marry the Wade Family. You don’t need to be too anxious. After all, you can’t eat hot tofu in a
hurry.”

Jon Wade snorted disdainfully, and said with a fierce face: “Why can’t you eat hot tofu? It’s just farting.
Tofu is only damn delicious when it is eaten hot. Who do you see if you let it cool before eating it?”

After that, he impatiently urged: “Which is the wine, pour it on me quickly.”
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